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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Nature of Capital Budgeting
1. Defining Capital Budgeting
Poor communications give rise to misunderstandings.
So let us start with the definition of capital budgeting.
The term, "capital budgeting," is made up of two words.
The first word, "capital," itself has different circum-
stances. To the economist, capital does not mean the
quantities of money that people use to buy debentures or
shares. Rather, it means the tangiole assets acquired by
a company, such as inventory, plant, and equipment.
However, in financial management, capital refers to tangi-
ble assets, intangible assets, and total assets of the
enterprise. Since total assets equal to total liabilities
plus total stock-holders' equity, capital also means the
sources of funds employed by a company. Occasionally,
capital is referred to as the differenece between total
assets and total liabilities, which is called "net capital"
2or "net worth". In this study, we shall refer to capital
as the funds with which a company's assers are to be finan-
ced.
The second word, "budgeting," has a more definite
meaning. To be precise, budgeting means the functioning
of a budget. The function of a budget is two-fold: plan-
ning and control. Thus budgeting means planning and control
by means of a budget. Putting the two words togethor,
capital budgeting will mean the planning and control of a
company's capital.
Having clarified somewhat the meaning of the term,
"capital budgeting," let us examine what the term means to
different authors. Capital budgeting was described by Joel
Dean - one of the pioneers of the theory of capital budget-
ing - as "the kind of thinking that is necessary to design
and carry through a systematic program for investing stock-
holders' money."1 It involves four aspects: "the demand
for capital, the available supply, its rationing, and the
timing of its use."2 Obviously, Dean's view focused on the
procedures for originating investments proposals, evaluat-
ing them and selecting those to be carried out.
Bierman and Smidt adopted a view similar or that
3of Dean. They depicted capital budgeting as "a many-sided
activity that includes searching for now and more profit-
able investment proposals, investigating engineering and
marketing considerations to predict the consequences of
accepting the investmet, and making econmic analyses to
determine the profit-potential of each investment
proposal."3
Baumol has a slightly broader view than Dean or
Bierman and Smidt. He said, "The subject encompasses such
topics as the selection of projects (which new factories,
if any, should the company build?), the timing of the
investment, the determination of the amount to be invested
within any given time period, and the arrangement of the
financial means necessary for the completion of the
projects."4
In sum, the three authors mentioned above defined
capital budgeting as the decision-making process relating
to a capital investment, which includes the means of
financing the investment.
However, other author have extended the definition
of capotal budgeting to embrace control of a capital
expenditure and post-audit of the completed capital invest-
4ment project. Wellington stated that "capital budgeting
may be defined as the formal planning of the sources of
capitol and the investment of capital." Planning for the
sour of capital shpuld include steps as follows:
"1 Developing sources of capital and detormining for
each source its requirements and terms.
2 Determining amounts of capital to be obtaibcd and
the cost thereof."5
Planning for the investment should consist of the
following six steps:
1" Finding or developing opportunities for capital
investments.
2. Investigeting opportunities and needs for invest-
ments.
3. Choosing specific investments to be made and
amounts thereof.
4. Making investments.
5. Controlling amounts spent on the investments.
6. Evaluanting the results of investments made."6
Any capital investment, sometimes called a capital 
expenditure, has six important characteristics. First, a 
capital investment usually involves a large sum of money, 
Here "large" refers to the extent of the amount to the 
size of the'company. Thus. a ten thousand dollar cash 
outlay may "be considered as a capital investment in a
In this study, we shall employ an extended defia— 
ition of capital budgeting. We shall refer to capital 
budgeting as processes of planning for capital sources and 
investments. By processes; re shall moan three things? 
procedures, organisation and tools, Capital budgeting 
procedures would include investment initiation., evaluation, 
selection, author!zation9 control, and post-audit, Tools 
denote the methods employed in the procedures? and organ­
isation means the structural, relationship of the poople 
who implement the procedures by means of the tools.
2. Characteristics of a Capital Investee
In the foregoing section, we have discussed the 
definition of capital budgeting, We have also found out 
that a capital investment is the central core of capital 
budgeting. Hence, we need closer understanding of the 
characteristics of a capital investment.
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department store but only on ordinary expense in a lange 
multi-national company. Se cond, each capital investment 
constitutes a. eopo.rn.to entity, That is why the accounting 
system. for a capital investment way be based on the 
project are usually prepared periodically, the final assess­
ment is available only upon its completion. Third, a 
capital investment is non—recurring in nature, She period 
required to complete a capital project naif be lone bat it 
is always finite* Then the project is completed, tee same 
project will not be repeated* Fourth 9 a capital investment 
is usually irrevocable, Once cast is spent and the project 
is completed, management gan&ot just sell it any time it 
wishes. Usually, a market for such on asset is not avail­
able 3 and. even if it docs exist, the comp any -will most 
likely suffer a loss in liquidating the investment. Fifths 
the economic life of any capital investment is extended to 
a number of years. For example, a new factory building may 
last for twenty or thirty years. Sixth, a capital invest­
ment is made for the purpose of exchanging a present ex­
penditure for future benefits, either tangible or intang­
ible. This is the utimate purpose of capital investments.
3. Significance of Capital Budge ting
From the above discussion, we can see that capital
6
investment is very important in business enterprises. It 
not only commits a large portion of the company's funds, 
but also its loan-tern nature effects strongly the futuro 
well-being of the company, In addition, it affects signi­
ficantly the company's subsequent operating decisions, 
for instance s constructing a, nor; factory nap fin the 
nature of the company's products for years to come. Hence, 
we can conclude that an adequate capital budgeting process 
is essential to pood management.
Apart from the nature of capital, investments 9 
several factors, both external and internal, have made
 capital budgeting increasingly important. They are as 
follows
1. Growing world demand for goods and services 
2. Increasing rate of technological change 
3. Intense competition 
4. Complexity of business
As the standard of living increases, people spend 
a greater proportion of their earnings on goods and 
services rather than on food, Their desires and the 
 manufacturers, promotions push the demand for goods even 
higher. A careful analysis of any market will reveal the 
demand of the society as whole as well as the demand
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f o r  a s p e c i f i c  company1's goods o r  s e r v i c e s . I f  managoment
f in d s th a t  the company' s fo r e c a s te d  Galea eroeoc1 i t s  
p re s e n t c a p a c it y ,  i t  may d ecid e to airraid in  o rd e r  to  need 
th e  fu tu r e  demand s o th a t  t he company' s  p r o f i t  would be
in c r e a s e d . In  th i s  r e g a r d. c a p i t a l  b u d g etin g  has been
pr oyed to  be v e r y  u s o fu l in  h e lp in g  the mamagement  to ana­
-l y se w oeth er th e Exp an sio n  wi l l  o r  wi l l  n o t bo advantageous
 to  t h e  company in  te rn s  o f n e t  p r o f i t s .
C o n tin u al and ra p id  t e c h n o lo g ic a l  changes shorton
t he l i f e  c y c le  o f  a  p r o d u c t , f o r  advanced t eehiq u e s  may 
im prove th e  q u a l i t y  o f  th e p ro d u ct and in c r e a s e  th e produe-t
i v l t y  o f th e p r o c e s s . Should th e  company buy a now 
machine o r  r e p la c e  the o ld  one? Which machine should  th e 
company buy? When sh ou ld  th e  company buy t he now machine? 
A l l  th e se  q u e stio n s  can be answ ered w ith  the help  o f  c a p i t a l  
budgeting.
C om p etition  has made b u s in e s s  a  b a t t l e .  A company 
has l i t t iL e  hops o f  w inning t h i s  b a t t l e  w ith o u t sound 
s t r a t e g i e s .  A c o r p o r a tio n  in  t h i s  b a t t l e  cannot j u s t  w a it  
and s e e wha t  o th e rs  do and, then  fo l lo w  o r  count e r a c t .
Doing s o  would cau se th e  company' s p r o f i t  to  become s ta g -  
nan t  or  d e c lin e ,  o r  th e  company mig h t  even go b an k ru p t.
Eve r - i nce r e a s in g  l e v e l s  o f  c o rp o ra te  spending f o r  re se a rch
8
9and develepment reveal the fact that business enterprises
are becoming incresingly concerned with thair growth ond
development. It is the function of capital budgating to
help management implement these objectives.
In addition to the growing demand for goods and
services, rapid teebnologieal changes, and intense compe-
tition, there is one other major fector thst has made
capital budgeting become more and more important. Today,
business is far more complex than ever before. A company
may produce over a thousand different prodacts; its:
markets may not be limited to one or two countries but
may cover the whole workd; its plants may spread all over
the world in order to reduce productien costs; and even the
management and the stock-holders may be internationel in
scope. In such a complex situation, oven a person with an
ingenious mind will find it impossible to plan and super-
vise all these activities. However, capital budgeting can
serve as a powerful tool for assisting management in carry-
ing out its planning and controlling functions in this
complex business world.
Thus, capital budheting is essential to good manage-
ment of business firms. But let us leave the trees for a
moment and have a look at the whole forest. We could
10
easily find out, at the national level, that eapital
budgeting also plays an important role in society's over-
all economic development. Hagen stated tbat tbere are two
"prokimate causes of economic development"7: capital
formation and teehical prograss. Cspitel forastion is
deseribed as "tbe use of productive resources for the con-
struction of added aapital oquipuent."8 Obviously, capital
budgeting is partieularly useful in the eourse of eapital
formation. One of the stops of teehniesl progress is inno-
vation, whieh is bighly advoeated by Schumpeter.9 However,
successful innovation requires careful plonnins, ond oapital
budgeting is thus involved. Another factor contributing to
economie development is entrepreneurship. A formal capital
budgeting system can lead a management to lose tbeir
company's present situation snd it will consequently forcc
them to do something new. As such, capital budgeting bas,
to a certain extent.fostered entreprencurship among manage-
ment. Finally, econmic development is dependent upon the
effective allocation of resources. Since capital has been
regaerded by the economists as one of a eountry's searee
resourees, the way it is allocated is highly relevant to
economic growth. Thus an adequate capital budgeting process
can assure a firm's effectiveness in allocating its capital.
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B. Statement of the Problm
so far, we tave alarified the meaning of eapital
budgetiog and recognized its significence at both the micro-
economie and macxo-eonomic levels. We now come to the
purpose of this study, thich is to study the procasses of
capital budgeting in Hong Kong's public utility companias,
and to render whaatover sugges tions may seem appropriate
from a managerial point of view.
We have alresdy defined the word "process" to mean
three thingsl procodures, orgenization, and tools, Hence,
what we shall discuss involves three pspects of empital
budgeting. We shall examine the procedures employed by
Hong Kong's public utility companies to see whether thay
are adequste for fulfillins the functioms of capitol
budgeting. We shall survay each organimatiox in which these
procedures are being carried out. Is the orgenizetion
structure appopriate? Does it mesh with the compeny's
product, market, and production methods? These ore the
pillars we want to touch. We shall also evaluste the tools
employed by each of the companies in its capital budgeting
proceduras. Good tools help make sound deeisions. We are
anxious to know whether appropriste tools are being uged by
Hong Kong's publie utility companies.
Perhaps it is of interest explain why  w e  are
studying these three aspects - procedures, organisation, 
and tools - of Hong Kong's public utility companies. By 
and large, literature on the subject of capital bndgeting 
bas baon concentrated on the evaluation aspects, Haynes 
and Soloman olaimed that this was a "misplaced emphasis,,"10 
An optical aenision-making in capital budgoting "presupposes 
not only the application of appropriate economie criteria 
bat also an administrative and procedunl franework within 
which they may bo implemented,"11 it rill be interesting to 
test if the business firms in Hong Kong adopt the same 
attitude.
There are three reasons why we have chosen public
utility companjes. First, by the mature of the business, 
public utility companies are bound to be capital-intensive, 
During 1965-69 the industry's sverage ratio of total fixed 
assets to total assets is about 89 por cents. With suet a 
bottom-beavy asset structure, public utility companies have 
to spend large sums of money each year either to replace 
tbeir obsolete assets or to expand their capacities. For .
this reason the public utility industry in Hong Kong should 
be more concerned mitt capital budgeting than moat otter 
industries. Second, one of the roles of public utility 
companies is to meet the demands of the public. In order
12
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to achieve this , they must have long - term plans to direct
their future expansion activities ; they need more elaboreate
capital budgeting precesses . Third , public utility companies
have no competitionand are publicly - owned limited companies .
It is therefore easier to obtain informetionfrom them .
C . Scope and Limitations
Since we have confined our study of capital , budge -
ting to procedural , organizational, and tooling aspects ,
we must ignore comletely human behaviour in this context .
This is one limitation of our research . Throughout this
study we are assuming that a company may have an objective
or objectives of various kinds , and difforent objectives
in the short - run and long - run . We assume that each company
will adopt rational behaviour to achivee its objectives .
As the title of this thesis implies , our scope
will be confined to public utility companies . These are
ten in Hong Kong , namely :
1 . China Light & Power Company, Limited
2 . The Hong Kong & China Gas Company, Limited
3 . The Hong Kong Electric Company, Limited
4 . Hong Kong Telephone Company , Limited
5 . China Motor Bus Company, Limited
14
6. Nongkong Tramways Limited
7. The HonKong & Yaumati Ferry Company Limited
8. The Kowloon Notor Bus Company (1933) Limited
9. Peak Tramways Company, Limited
10. The "Star" Ferry Company Limited
However, we will further limit our scope to the non-
transportation companies (the first four companies) becausc
of the following reasons:
1. The operations of the non-transportation utilities
are totally different from those of the transportation
utilities. The electrieity, gas and telephone util-
ities are supplying continuous services through
phyical connections between their plants and the
consumers, whereas the transportation utilities are
supplying services on various routes and the consumers
have to move themselves to these routes in order to
get the services.
2. The non-transportation utilities are less sensitive
to an economic depression or a civil disturbance.
For example, the 1967 disturbances in Hong Kong caused
the transportation utilitres to decrease their total
services by 15% in terms of passenger trips earried.
However, at the same time, the electricity, gas, and
telephone utilities wore expanding their sales.
3. The average total net assets for the four non­
transportation companies daring 1965-69 is 5. 5 times 
that of the six transportation companies. This 
probably encourages the non-transportation companies 
to adopt more advanced capital budgeting processes.
4. In 1969, the capital turnover ratio 12 for the non­
transportation companies was 0 . 5 , whereas that for 
the transportation companies was 0. 8. This illust­
-rates the fact that non-transportation utilities 
require far more capital than the transportation 
utilities. Hence, it is not unreasonable to expect 
that the two sets of companies may employ different 
capital budgeting practices.
5. While the non-transportation companies are expected 
to continue to grow, the transportation companies are 
facing several difficulties that are detrimental to 
their growth. For example, the legalisation of the 
"public light buses" in 1969 caused the transportation 
companies a drop in sales volumes (in terms of passen­
ger trips) of 5. 3 per cent in 1970. The completion 
of the cross-harbour tunnel in 1972 will affect
15
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significntly the opctctions of the twe formy
companies; the under-ground railway systiom which is
now under serious consideration by the Goverament
woudl greatly binder the grouth of the transpottation
companies should this systom be put into offect.
6. During racent years,ceny complaints have been made
ageinst the transportation companies for their inade-
quate sorvices. This implies that non-transportation
companies are botter managed thst their capital
budgeting processes are more advanced.
7. All the diraetors of the non-transportstion compaties
are Britsb while balf of the directors of the
transpotration companies are chinese. This might
suggest certaindifferences between the managoment
philosphies and policies of the two sets of companiec.
8. It was essier to obatain information from the non-
transportstion companies about their capital budgeting
procedures than the transpottation companies.
9. Finally, as the time forresenarcb was liwited and the
intention was to have a more intensive study, the




Instood of using a desoriptive aproach in tois
paper, we are amploying a bypothesea-testing approach to
present our study.
Based on our oxperience, observations prior to
the research, orsimply on our suspicions, we bave post-
ulated fourteen oypotheses with respect to the capital
budgeting processes in Hong Kong's non-tranoportation
public companies. They are es follws:
1. The primary goal of each of Hong Kong's non-
transportation public utility companios is to oarn
the maximun profir permitted by the terms of its
franciese and, at the same time, to fulfill satis-
fectorily the obligations contained in its frenchise.
2. Each of Hong Kong's non-transpottation public utility
compenies bas some procedures for ostimating the
future domand for ist service and for using these
estimates as the basis for its oapital expenditures
program.
3.Hong Kong's non-transportation public utility companies
18
are pessimistie about the long- term future of Hong
Kong becauso of the expiration of the lease of the
Now Territories in 1997
The importance of rational and formal capital budge-
ting proceduees has been recognized by Hong Kong's
non- transportation pubile utility companies. Some of
them have already partially formalized their capital
budgeting processes.
Except for large investments for providing capacity,
on system has been designed to invite and stimulato
investment proposals form emloyees below the level
of the top executies anddirectors.
Ny capital inverstment proposal for the purpose of
providing required capacity (as determined by fore-
casts of demand ) will be geanted higber priority
over other invesrment proposals.
investment evaluation criteria commonly used by the
non-transportation public utility companies in Hong







8. In the course of an evaluation, the cost of capital
is probably neglected.
9. Hong Kong's non-transportation public atility
companies appear to be unwilling to rely on external
sources of funds to finance their capital investnents.
10. It is likely that Hong Kong's non-transportation
public utility companies seldom exercise rigid control
over their capital oxponditures.
11. It is likely that Hong Kong's non-transportation
public utility companies do not make post-sudit studies
to compare actual cash flows for a capital investment
with those estimated in the proposal.
12. It is likely that the final approval of a new eapital
investment proposal is left to the Board of Directors
of the company.
13. owing to the overlapping of directorships, thers is
probably a tendency to have similar capital budgeting
policies among the different non-tramsportation
public utility companies in Hong Kong.
20
14. It is likoly that not enough attention bas been
given to capital investment evaluation techniques
and decision-making proeedures.
E. Methodology
Since our interest was to test the validity of eacb
of the above bypotheses, our investigations were directed
towards this end. personal interviews with the companies'
executives were the most important part of our investig-
ations. Thus, an "interview guide" consisting of six parts
was designed to assure procurement of all necessary infor-
mation. This "interview guide" is shown in appendix I.
There were basieally two rounds of interviews
conducted. The first round of interviews was mainly
concerned with general aspects of capital budgeting, while
the second round was concentrated on one or several speci-
fic topics depending on the extent of information obtained
in the first round.
In addition to the promary data that could be
obtained through personal interviews, certain secondary
materials were collected from the companies' annual reports
and from Hong Kong government publications. Books and
21
articles on relevant subjects were referrod to in proparing
this thesis. Details of the references are abown in the
Bibliography.
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CHAPTER II
HONG KONG'S NON-TRANSPORTATION PUELIC UTILITY COMPANIES
A. characteristies of Publie Utilities
The torm "publie utility" has different interpretat-
ions by different authors. In a broad sense it implies those
companies that affect the publie intarest, such as the pest
office, usually are not considored as a pablie atility. As
Piekett and Ketchum claimed, "It is diffieult to distiagulsh
public utilities from other tyoes of business on any logical
basis."1 However, for our purpose here, we shall refer to
public utilities as companies furnishing electric light and
power, gas. water, telephone, telegraph, bus, ferry, tranway,
peak tramway, and railway services,
Although a public utility is hard to define, it
usually has the following charactertics in addition to affec-
ting the public interest. Firstly, to a certain degree, it
is free from competition, and oftentimes it is a monopoly,
Secondly, with the aim of protecting the public, the govern-
24
ment usually imposes special regulationson it . For example ,
governmentmay restrict its rate of profit , service charges ,
standard of services , finaneial reporting , etc . Thirdly , a
public utility is often granted a " franchise " from the
government whereby it has the exclusive right to operate a
certain kind of business , to use certain facilities and to
construct poles or tunnels in the public places . Fourthly ,
it is obliged to supply adequate services to customers on
ldemand within its service ares . Fifthly , is supplies only
one kind of product at a non - discriminatingprice to the
whole public .
B . Public Utilities in Hong Kong
Almost all public utilities in other South East
Asian countries , such as Singapore, Halaysia , and Taiwan ,
are operated by the Government whereas in Hong Kong almost
all public utilities are privately - owned companies .
Govorment - operated utilities include water , railway , and
telegraph only . They are managed by the Public Works Depart -
ment , Kowloon - Canton Railway Department, and Cable and Wire -
less Limited , respectively. 2
As to the private sector , there are altogether ten
companies providing electricity , gas , telephone , and public
25
trnnsportation. They are all limited companies with tbsir
stoeks listed on the mong Kong Steek Exchange amd the Far
East Exchange. The ton compsnies are as follows:
Electricity
China Light & power Company, Limited
The Hongkong Electric Company, Limited
Gas
The Hong kong & China Gas Company, Limited
Bus
The Kowloon Motor Bus Company (1933) Limited
China Hotor Bus Company, Limited
Ferry
The Hongkong and Yaumati Ferry Company, Limited




Peak Tramways Company, Limited
C. The Contribution of tho Public Utility
Companies to Hong Kong's Economy
In 1969, the public utility companies bad a total net
investment of HKS 2.1 billion. The capital expenditures for
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1965-69 emounted to HKG 1.7 billion, approximately equal to
64 per cent of the Government's capital expemditures within
the same period. However, for 1969 ,the corrasponding
figure jumped to 97 per cent.
Like their investments, the sales revenues of the
privately-owned public utility companies are staggering.In
the year 1969, the total sales revenue was estimated to be
HKS 1.0 billion, which was approximatoly 43 per cant of the
Government's racurrent income during 1969/70.
In the course of Hong Kong's industrialization, the
public utility industry bas been playing an importint role.
It supplies all essential energy, tranoportaition and commu-
nication facilities for the manufacturing concerns.
Hong Kong's public utility companies also contribute
annually s substantial amount to the Government treasury.
During the financial year 1969-70, for oxomple, they paid
the Government a sum of HKS 31.6 million in the form of
corporation profit taxes and a sum of HKS 34.7 million in
the form of royalties. The total of these payments were
three percent of the Goverament's recurrent revenue for the
same period.
Besides the business sector and the Government, 
public utility companies also affect all tee households 
in Hong Kong. From TABLE l, it is estimated that an
average household in Hong Kong will spend 3 . 7 per cent of
its monthly income on the services f a m i s h e d , by t h e public 
utility companies.
In sum, the public utility companies mabe a oubs— 
oantial annual contribution to Hong K ong 's economy.
However, their full economic significance to the economy's 
productivity is ever greater than the figures indieate, for 
-t h e productivity and the efficiency brought about by their 
services can hardly be reduced to numbers,
D. The Non-transportation Public Utility Companies
1. Services
The Hong Kong Telephone Company and The Hong Kong 
 & China Gas Company are the only two companies which 
provide their services all over the Hong Kong Island and 
the Kowloon Peninsula. Hongkong Electric Company confines 
its business to Hoag Kong island, while China Light & Power 




PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME SPENT
ON THE SERVICES RENDERED BY THE HONG
KONG'S PUBLIC UTILITX COMPANIESa
Percentage of
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aCalculated from: Statistics Branch,
Commerce and Industry Department, The Household
Expenditure Survey (Hong Kong: Hong Kong
Governmeht Press, 1965), PP. 35-37.
bAdjusted
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The two electricity companias supply almost all the
onergy for Hong Kong , especially to the industrial seetor .
Thus their total annual produetion has been serving as an
indieator of Hong Kong ' s economic progress . The gas Company
is also an energy supplier , but its eustomersare mainly
households. TABLE 2 and TABLE 3 show the sales volumes of
the electricity and gas companies respectively for the last
ten years . It is revealed thet electricity consumptionin
1970 was 3 . 4 times as bigh as in 1961 , while gas had more
then doubled its sales during the same period . The
telephone company , which is the sole supplier of telephone
services in Hong Kong , oxperionced an unprecedentedgrowth
during the 1960 ' s . TABLE 4 indicates that the company has
expanded its exchange lines five times within the last ten
years . It is expected that the same rate of expansionwill
continue in years to come . However , as to the electricity
and gas companies, their growth will be at lower rates .
2 . Legal Aspects
Generally , a rather loose control over the non -
transportation public utility companies in Hong Kong has
been exercised by the Government and the regulations
imposedon each of them are not uniform . So far , the Hong
Kong & China Gas Company has neighter been granted a
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TABLE 2
SALE OF ELECTRICITYa, 1961-1970
(million Kwb)
The China
Hongkong Light & Total
Year Electrie Index Power Index Produetion Index
1961 461 100 963 100 1,424 100
1962 518 112 1,150 119 1,668 117
1963 578 125 1,342 139 1,920 135
1964 647 140 1,583 164 2,230 157
1965 730 158 1,834 190 2,564 180
1966 816 177 2,116 220 2,932 206
1967 830 193 2,394 249 3,284 231
1968 984 213 2,718 282 3,702 260
1969 1,113 241 3,198 332 4,311 303
1970 1,210 262 3,614 375 4,824 339
aCalculated from: Hong Kong Report for the Year,






































aCalculated from: Annual Report, 1970






















acalculated from: Census &Statistics
Dooartpent, Hong kong Statistics, 1947-1967 (Hong
Kong Goverment Press, 1969),p.131 .and Census &
?Statistice Department,Hong kong Houthly Digest of
Statisties, Deccuber,1970 (Hong Kong: Hong Kong
Governaent Press, 1971),p.38.
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franchise nor restricted by any Govcrnment rogulstions.
For the two electrioity compmies, no franchisos have over
been awarded to them and thoy arenot requirad to pay any
royalty. However, they are subject to the Electricity
supply Regulattions whichis concerned with safet6y of
supply., stenderd of services, etc. In addition to the
Blectricity SupplyRegulations, the Cuina Ligbt Power
Compeny is governed by the Scheme of Control which was
agrecd between the Goverment cnd the companios - the cbinc
Light Power Co., Ltd. and the perinsula Hlectric Pcwer
Co.,Ltd.(PHPCO).3 The objectives of the Sobeme of Control
are "to limit the componies' dispooeble prcfits to c reacon-
abl roturn on their cquity capitel while prcviding adquate
incentives towards offioioncy and expansion;and in parti-
cular to ensure that the enefits from eny capital for
expansion which is cbtained from sdditiouel profits acerue
primarily to the onsumer."4 The main features of the
Scheme of Gontrol are as follows:
"1. PEPGO to construct genercting facilities and sall
power exclusively to China Light.
2. The annual permitted return of the two companies to
be12 2/1 % of the combined average nct fixed assets.
3.Any difference between the permitted return and the
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net revenue after taxation to be transf erred to or
from a dvevlopment fund.
4. A charge of 8% per annum on the average balance of
the development fund to be made against the permitted
return and credited to a rate reduetion reserve to be
applied as rebates to consumers.
5. The net return,being the permitted return less the
charges,to be divided between the two companies in
proportion to the respective shareholders'funds.
6. Divideuds paid to shareholders to be subject to
limitations so long as the balance of the develop-
ment fund exceeds 10% of the net fixed assots."5
Apart from the Blootric Supply Ragulations, The
HongKong Blectrie Company bas raached an agreenent with the
Government.However,the agreenent is much simplor than in
the case of China Light/Esso.In essence,the agreament
inclues the following points:
1. As"the company's presont charges,on the basis of
forecasts up to the end of 1969,produce a level of
profit which represents a reason able retarn on oapital
and approximates to that allowed to China Light/Esso
under their agreement, and so long as actual results
do not vary significantly from the forecasts,
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Government would not require any modifieation of these
charges."
2. "The company would be free to distribute profits as
devedends of re-invest them in the enterprise, as they
saw fit."
3. The Government "will give statutory force to the regu-
lation of the company's charges and will inclide provi-
sions for variations in them should they come to produce,
for any reason, a return whieh iss unreasonably low or
high."6
Hence, we can any that, at present, the Hongkong Electric
Company is free from any financial restructions by the
Government.
The Hong Kong Telephine, however, is subject to the
Telephone Ordinance which is specially dosignated for this
company. Under this ordimance, the compant was grabted a
franchise to supply and operate public telephnoe communci-
ations within the Colony; yet the company is bound by
certain rules concerning construction, reyalty, service
charges, conditions under which the Government to take over
the undertaking, etc. In addition to this ordinance, an
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agreement was rsached by the company and the Government
that "a return of 9% on the total capital employed would
be a reasonable target and, in order to carry out the
large development programme which is needed, this level of
earnings is essentisl."7
Aosrt ftom the ordinances and agreements, the
Government may appoint commissions to study the operation
of the publie utility companias or committees to review
the oparation of certain publie utility compamies periodi-
cally and give recomendations thereon. In 1959, the
Government appointed the Eleetricity Supply Companies
Commission to study what control should be impesed over
the electeicity companies. Since the Elerctricity Supply
Compsnies Commission was appointed on a job basis, it was
later dissolved. But the reeommendations of this
eommission- "Acquisition from sbareholders of the whole
of their equity interest or the acquisition from the
Companies of the whole of their undertakiugs as going
concerns"8- Were not put into effeet. Anybow, China Light
& Power Company Limited is now subject to the Scheme of
Control agreed to by the Government.
Another committee was appointed by the Government
to give advice on telephone services. It was the Advisory
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Committee on Telepbone Services, for whicb the terms of
reference were as follows:
"(1) to conduct a continuous review
(a) of the adequaey of plan for improvement and
expansion of these services,
(b) of the earryins into effect of tbesa plams,
and
(c) of the operation of the telephone services.
(2) to present periodieal reports on these matteps to
the Governor in Council, together Witb any
recommendations the Committee may deem it appropriate
to make.
(3) to examine any complaints or suggestions releveant
to (1) above which may be received from time to
time and to recommendations whether, and if so
what steps should be taken to meet these complaints
or adopt these suggestions."9
3. Profitability
Return on book net assets is the net recurrent net
income after tax divided by the stockholdars' equity at the
beginning of the year. As seen from TABLE 5,the return on
book not asset of Hongkong Electric Company bas been declin-
ing during the last five years, whereas the other three
companias were relatively stable during the same period. It
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TABLE 5
RETURN ON BOOK NET ASSETS FOR HONG KONG'S
NON-TRANSPORTATION PUBLIC UTILITY COMPANIES
1965 - 1969 a
( in per cent )
Company 1965b 1966b 1967b 1968b 1969b
China Light & Power Co. 15.6 14.6 16.7 17.1 16.8
The Hong Kong & China Gas Co. 10.3 12.8 11.3 10.2 10.9
The Hongkong Electric Co. 19.2 18.6 17.4 15.7 14.3
Hong Kong Telephcne Co. 13.4 13.2 12.7 13.7 17.9
aNet ineome is adjusted to be the recurrent net
income beforo amortization on land, if any. This
qualification is also applicable to all the financial
analyses in respoet of the four non-transportation companies
presented in this thesis.
bCalculated froms Annual Report,1965-69 of the
compnies.
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would not be difficult to find , in the same table , that the
electricity companies were more profitable than the gas and
telephoneutilities . Howover , in general , the four non -
transpertation public utility companies earned more than
their counterpartsin the United States . TABLE 6 shows that
the average anual rate of return on book net assets for
total utilities in the United States was around 9 to 10 per
cent durring the 1950 ' s . Should the correspondingrate in
the 1960 ' s increasesat the same pace as that in the 1950 ' s ,
it would have been around 10 . 8 per cent for the year 1970 .
Hence , we may conclude that non - transoorationpublic utility
companies in Hong Kong are comparativelyprofitable .
4 . Directorships
Each non - transportntionpublic utility company in
Hong Kong has a Board of Directors which is the body for
making final decisions . The number of directors on the board
ranges from five to ten . On each board , the Chinese are
always a minority. As shown in TABLE 7 , the number of non -
Chinese directors in each board is always bigger than number
of Chinese . However , all the directors are British sabjects .




ANNUAL RATE OF RETURN ON BOOK NET ASSETS













aThe data represent the relation of reported net
income after taxes in eaeh year chlculated as the excess of
the beginning of each year to book net assets at
total balonce sheet assets over liabilities.
Souree: "Business and economic Conditions," in First
National City Bank Monthly Letter, reproduced
in Paul J. Garfield, and Wallace F. Lovejoy,
Public Utility Economics (englewood Cliffs,
N. J.: Prentice-Hall Inc.,1964), P.26.
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TABLE 7
CHINESE AND NON-CHINESE DIRECTORS IN THE
BOARDS OF DIRECTORS OF THE NON-TRANSPORTATION
PUBLIC UTILITY COMPANIES IN HONG KONG, 1969a
Company Chinese Non-Chinese Total
China Light & Power








aCalculated from: Annual Reports, 1969 of the
companies.
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There is another foature of the direetorsbips in
Hong Kong's non-transportation public utility companied.
TABLE 6 shows that four individuals pet directorsbips in two
undertakings. One even served as cuairman of the board for
two companies in 1969. Hewever, overlapping directorsbips
were not confined culy to pablie otility companies. Those
liwited copanies listed on the Hong Kong stock exehange
also abared the same characteristies.TABLE 9 shows that
diroctersbips ware beavily overlapping in 1967. One indi-
vidual even beld 15 directorships at one time.
5. Balance sheet Analyses
Financial reporting of the non-transportation
public utility companies in Hong Kong is not stundardised.
However, the annual reports of china light a power Goppany.
The Hongkong Electric Company, and Hong Kong & China Gas
Company are outstanding in teras of information and format
as compared with most of the other limited companies listed
on the steek exchange,11 The infornation provided by the
Hong Kong Telephone Company is rather limited; oven the
sales revenue is not publisbed in its profit and lose Account.
Thus we can only make a general study on the balance sheets
of the four companies. TABLE 10 shows the five-year averago
balance sheet for the four non-transportation public utility
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TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF DIRECTORSHLPS FOR NON-TRANSPORTATION
PUBLIC UTILITY COMPANIES IN 1969a
Number of Number of the
eompanies in four companies
which be is in whiet be is
the ehairman a director of




















DISTRIBUTION OF DIRECTORSHIP FOR THE PUBLIC COMPANIES
LISTED ON THE STOCK EXCHANGE IN HONG KONG, 1967
Direetors Number of Companies
J. L. Marden 15
H. Kadoorie 13
L. D'Almada 10
Fook Shu Li 10





Source: Mauricc MoonitZ, Chnn Tai. Fon and Ian Chu-Wah,
"Finanoial lleporting in Hong Kong: A prs-
liminary Study," in Hong Koag Eoonomie Papers.
No. 4 (Hong Kong: The Chinese Hnivereity Of
Hong Kong,1963), p. 4.
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TABLE 10
FIVE-YEARR AVBRAGE BAMAS SHEET TOR THB HON-












Current Liabilities 195,724 13
















aCalcuated from: Aanual Reports, 1965-69 of
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companies .
from the table , we can see that ling - tczm aseets
constitute9 2 per cent of the total asaots . P ut whis is
not surprising, for a bigb invanuwentin long - tern acsets
is a unigue feature of public utility compeniemcall over
the world . T hat is wby C arfield and L ovejoy claimed that
" public utility serviceo azo much more the produet of
plant and osuiwmentthan of labor . 1 2
P artly because of the buge investmentsin L ong -
term asseta and partly bocanse the anjority of the B arvicos
produaed by the public utility companies eannct be storld ,
the curmentratic for this line of businessis rather L ow . 1 3
A s revealed in TABLE ll , the five - year aversic current ratio
for the four companiasor a whole is 0 . 5 3 in oontmato the
conventional2 . 0 odpted in onter industrios .
A s a whole , hong kong ' s non - uransportuticepublic
utility conpanies are pathar conservative. T his is poflected
by the fact that their long - tern linbilitites amount to only
3 3 per cent of their total assets . I n toras of long - term
liabilities/ capitalizationratio ( sec TABCB 1 2 ) , the non -
transportationcompaniesshoeed an average of 0 . 2 3 during
1 9 6 5 - 1 9 6 9 . 1 4 T he highestratio amongthe four companiesis
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TABLE ll
FIVE-YEAR AV RAGE CUEREVE RATIOS OF TFLS
HON-TRAMSPORTATION PUOLIO UTILITY COMPANIES
IN HONG KONG (1965-69)a
company Patiosb
china Light & Power Co. 1.22
The Hong Kong & China Gas oo. 1.15
The Hongkong Elcetric Co. 0.33
Hong Kong TClephone Co.
0.18
Avernge 0.59
aoalouleted from Anuual Reporte,
of the oo psnies.
bBased on adjnsted balonce soeets.
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TABLE 12
PIVE-XSAR AVERAGE CAPITALIZATION RATIOS FOR
THE NON-TRANSPOPTATION PUPION UTILITY COMPANIES






China Light & Power













bBaBed on cdjasted balence Bheets and income
stataments.
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found to be C.33 and the lowest 0.66. In United Statec,
the public utillty companies ofton incur a bicb proportion
of debt in respect to thoir onpitalimction. For exnmple.
the long-term liabilities/ capitalisation ratio for the
electric utilitioes was 0.50 and 0.52 at the and of 1953
and 1963 respectively. This is sbown in TABLH 13. should
preferred stocks be regarded as borrwed funds, the corros-
ponding retios would have been 0.63 and 0.62.
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TABLE1 3
CAPTYALIZATIONOF HLBORRIC VIIVITIBS IM UMYTBD STATES
DECBMBEP3 1 , 1 9 5 3 AND DACMEABB3 0 , 1 9 6 3 ( in US dollars)
D ecemberBI , 1 9 5 3 D ecomberBI , 1 9 6 3
C apitolization A mout P or A mouat P or
( 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 ) C ent( 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 ) C ent
L ong - term L iabilities 8 1 2 , 1 6 2 5 0 0 2 3 , 4 6 9 5 2
3 , 1 1 5 1 3 4 , 5 0 7 1 0P referredS took
C ommenS took S quity 9 , 1 2 7 3 7 1 7 , 1 5 5 3 8
T otal
8 2 4 , 4 0 4 1 0 0 8 4 5 , 1 3 1 1 0 0
S ouroo: J ohn W . B owyer, J r . , I nvestroentA ualvmicand
M anagement( 3 rd ed . ; I llinois: R iohmrdD .
I rwin, IN e . , 1 9 6 6 ) , p . 3 0 9 .
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FOOTNOTESFOR CHAPTER II
1 . Ralph R . Piskott and Narsball D . Ketebum,
InvestmentPrinciples and Policy . ( New York : Harper &
Brothers, Publishers, 1954 ) , p . 541 .
2 . Cable and Wireless ' s parent company - Cable and
Wireless Group - is controlled by the British Government.
For this reason , Cable and Wireless is classified as a
Government- operated public utility .
3 . Peninsula Electric Power Company ( PEPCO ) is a
Joint venture of China Light & Power Company Limited and
Eastern Energy Liuited , a subsidiary of the Stendard Oil
Company( New Jersey ) .
4 . The press release provided by the Colonial
Secretary of the Hong Kong Government.
5 . Annual Report , 1970 ( Hong Kong : China Light &
PowerCompany, Limited, 1970 ) , p . 13 .
6 . The prese release provided by the Colonial
Secrotary of the Hong Kong Govornment.
7 . R . O . Lea , " Statementby the Chairman, " in Annual
Report and Accounts for the Year Ended 31 st Becember, 1965
( Hong Kong : Hong Kong TelenhoneCo . , Ltd . , 1966 )
8 . Electricity Supply Companies Commission , Report ,
1959 ( Hong Kong : Hong Kong GovernmentPr ss , 1959 ) . p . 30 .
9 . photostat copies provided by the Advisory Committee
on Telephone Serviees .
10 . Article of Association means the constitution of
a company.
11 . MauriceMoonitz, Chan Tai - Fan and Las Chu - wah ,
" Financial Reportingin Hong Kong : A PreliminaryStudy , "
in Hong Kong EconomixPapers , No . 4 ( Hong Kong : The chinese
Oniversityor Hong Kong , 1968 ) , p . 11 .
12 . Paul J . Garfield and Wallace F . Lovejoy , Public
Utility Economics( EnglewoodCliffs , N . J . , : Prentice-
Hall , Inc . , 1964) , p . 23 .
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13. curroont ratio eqials to current assets divided
by current limbilitiesl.
14. Long-term liabilities/capitalization ration equals
to long-term liabilities Oivided by the total capitali-
zation-the sum of long-term liabili ties,preferred
stocks,commom stooke,appropriated retained earnings
and unappropriated retained earnings.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS OF TIIE SURVEY
A. Objoctives
Traditional thoory of the film assumes that profit
maximization is the only objective of the firm. whilo this
opinion is widely beld by many writers, studonts. lawyers,
labor unions spokesmen,government officialB,and even
some businessmen themselves.it has been rseeiving serious
challenges from many writors ond roseareh report fimdingB.
Again in this thesis, the conclusion is against the tradi-
tional concept.
Consistent with what we have taken for grented in
Chapter I, each of the four companies bas an objsctive or
objectives other than profit makimisation. However, only
one of them expresses its objectives in writing. All four
companies stressed as their firest objective to meet the
future demand of the public. But within this objective,
they bave different empbases. Two companies said that their
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Objective was to provide adequate services while another
stated that it should "meat the demand in as effieiert a
manner as possible". Whe last amd largest one gave a more
cowprohensive descviption; "To providc an adoauate and
dependable supply to consumers, and make advcnce provision
for all facilities required for growth in consumption."
In rospeot to profit, two of the fcur companies
were found to bave mentioned this in their objectives in
the following words respectivcly:
To produce a profit for sbarebolders within the limits
allowed bythe scheme of control."
"Make a profit so that we can fiaence; so that we can
satisy our shoreholders for their dividend need;and
make a sufficient profit to plcw baok into organization
for the expansion cost. Wo be sufficiently profitable
to get the money from the sharebclders or barrow aoney
from the international warket."
It is obvious that the noither of these two
companies used the word, "maximize,"to describe their
profit objectives. In comparison, the second compeny took
a more positive tone than the first one. In addition to
satisfying its shareholders, the second company claimed
that to make a profit was a means to provide future finance.
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In sum, we can say that the objective of these two companies
is to make a satisfactory profit rather than a makimised
profit. Although the otber two companies did not specify
their profit objectives, We aee ceroainly safe in believing
that making a satisfactory profit is also applieable to tbem.
Aeeording to the foregoing analysis, we diseover
that our first bypothesis is gonorally not true. Thin is
besause these four public utility companies have never aimed
at miximum profits.
Apart from the above, some otber objectives were
observed. They are related to a wide range of subjects:
for example, reasonable charges to eustomers, competent
management and services, growth, relations with the
Government, relations with the public, and omployees' welfare.
B. Outlooks on the Future
of Hong Kong
In order to make the problem clearer, perhaps a
brief outline of the history of Hong Kong is essential.
Hong Kong is a British colony on the south-east China coast
at the mouth of the Pearl River. She was acquired by Great
Britain in three stages. Hong Kong Island was occupied in
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1841 in the course of the First opiun War of 1839-41 and was
later ratified in the Treaty of Nanking in 1842. In a similar
manner, the Kowloon Peninsula and stonesutters'Island were
also oecupied by Grest Britain during the seeond opium War
of 1856-58 and wore later recognimed by the [them] chimg
Dynasty in the First convention of Pekims in 1860,In 1898,
the New Terrii tories were leased to Britain on a 99-year term
under the Beeond convention of Peking. "Consequently most
of the land area of Hong Kong is due to revert to china in
1997 while Hong Kong Island and Kowlocn Peninsula are theo-
retically British in perpetuity." 1
However, the situation is not elear yet and thore
remains the question; will communrist shinn xeeognime the
lease and the colony? If not, that means Communist Chinn
may take over Hong Kong any time she Iikes. If she dooo
recognize the colony, then the New Territories Will revert
to china by 1997-27 years from nom. Howavar, 27yesrs
is not too long a period, and Hong Kong's publie utility
companies, which heve committed a buge sum of money in
fixed assets, may bave somo reactions against this. There-
fore, we have a basis for oxpecting that thay would be poss-
imistie about the long-term future of Hong Kong.
However, to our surprise, these four public utility
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companies are optimistic about the future of Hong Kong.
while three of them expressed the hopp that Hong Kong will
continuo to prosper, the fourth company held an even more
pesitive view. One top exeeutive,in talking about the
lease which is going to expire in the year 1997, said,
"I personally believe that Hong Kong will continue to
progress. I would ezpect the lease would bo ronewed. I
would expeet that the landlord would say, 'This is the
end of the lease and you. have had a lomh run and a good
rainfall; now I want to hire land to you in sueh-and-such
a term - not necessarily in teras of money.' But in other
words, the teras of the now lease would be little more
exigent in years indeed if the chinese would not ronew the
very surpised indeed if the greates expansion [of our opor-
ation] over the next twonty years in the Hew Torritries.
We would expect to put a far larger part of our capital
exoendituro into these Hew Territories over the noxt
twenty years. We wouldn't worry about that [the lease]
at all."
C. Conceptsof Capital Budgeting
Although we have not made any hypothesis on the
meaning of capital budgeting to the public utility companies
of Hong Kong, we will discuss here their in teroretation of
this term. This should give us a closer understanding of
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the companies in the course of analysing their capital
budgeting processes.
Gonerally speaking, the definition of the term
capital budgeting, in the opinion of non-transportation
public utility companies of Hong Kong, is rather confined
to its in tuitive meaning. The follwing are some of the
doseriptions made by top exccutives of the four companies in
respcct of capital budgoting:
"Capital budgeting is the budgeting of eapital empend-
itures, as simple as that."
"Capital budgeting means to budget the capital expend-
itures."
"We have capital requirements in exanding the organization.
We have to meet them, and so it involves some dogree of
budgeting."
Concerning capital expenditure, the following words
were recorded:
"Capital expenditure is the money we have to invest is
business in order to provide the facilities to koop the
business going."
"Capital expenditures produce bonofits for more than one
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year,whilo revenue expenditures are those oxpenditures
whose beneuts expire within the current year."
In short,public utility companios in Hong Kong
refer to capital budgeting as planning the future need of
capital, and as spending capital exchange persent outlays
for future benefits.
with the above meanings in mind, the top executive
of noe company de-emphasized the importance of capital
budgeting.He stated:
"Capital budgeting as such is really very academio because
we must provide what is necessary.It's no use saying,
'Well.we apent a bunderd million dollars this yesr.
That is all we can spend.'If it requires two hunderd
million,we've got to spend two hundred million.And
so capital budgeting as such is a rather nebulous term.
Hy capital budget is wbat Iexpend to provide wbat is
needed."
To the other three companies, capital budgetion is
considered important because of the huge amounts of monoy
involved.They said:
"Capital budgeting is very imporant in our company.
As you can see feom our Annual Reports,capital expend-
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itures each year amount to approkimately the same as our
level of net profit. As the profit inereases, we would
spend more and more on eapital expenditures beeause we
are aiming at future development and not short-term
profit."
"Our company is very capital-intensive. We require very
big investments, therfore capital budgeting is very
important. Another aspect which makes it important is
the fact that your bave to order your plant three or
four years before you need it. Tborefore, the whole
plant-installation program which is coupled with capital
budgeting is very important."
D. The Origin of Investment Proposals
since all four companies have indicated that to
provide an adequate supply to the public was their first
objective, let us seebow they achieve it. In order to
provide adequate capacity, demand forecasting is an essential
function. Thus it becomes one of the foeal points of our
investigation.
We find that, consistent with our expectations, the
four companies all emphasize demand foreeasting. However,
different degrees of complexity were found in the companies.
The simplest process is employed by acompany in
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which the forecasting job falls on the marketing department-
one of the fuve principal departments of the company. The
head of the marketing department is teh person responsible
for estimating the future demand.He worke in collaboration
with his salesmen as well as the head of the production
department.The metbod they uso is rather intuitive.
Future demand is estimated on the basis of the past annual
sales growth rates plus some subjective adjustmants.
Future domand is expressed in the form of a sales budget
for a five-year period,which is later cireulated to the
heads of other departments and to the General Manager for
comment.After a give-and-take procedure,the finnl,agreed
sales budget will be submitted to the board of Directors by
the Genera Manager for official approval.
another company adopted a more complex process in
demand forecasting, which is performed by the Statis tics
Section of the Hanagemet Srevices Department.There are
altogether eight omployees in this Sention and they employ
a computer model in preparing demand forecasts.Input
parameters include past sales performance and expected
growth rates.Twenty series of es timates are produced by
the computer.The decision as to which series will be used
rests on the executives in the top-management level.
Occasionlly,the Section conducts surveys or market research
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frowhicb inforpation will ba uced for forocasts of future
demand.
Like the previous one,the third company has a
separate Forecasting Section. But this section Alone
Consists of some seventy staff. The Section Collocts all
kinds of neteriels and constantly conducts studies to esti-
mate its futuro demand. Its activitios were doscribed as
follows:
"We have a very good Forecasting Section. We analyse all
the data that we can get from the Governmont on dovolop-
Ment planning, from architects on buildings about to go
up, and from the Housing Socicty on Housing Deveolopaonts.
We do econowic studies on individual areas and we sond
out questionnaire to hcusebolders in order to ostitcte
the potential Inaddition,we also make our own
assessments The Whole of this is done area by aree
which builds up into one ten-year forecested dewand for
the Colony."
Apart from the ten-year forecast,the compeny also
has a projection for twenty years. The company oxplcined:
"But, of course, Those are only indicators. We wouldn't
do anything very posi tive about that at the present
time."
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H or only are the forecasts and the projectionsof a
long - term nature , but also what they called " current woek "
involves a period of five years . I n other words , what they
are doing now is really based on the requiromentsfor 1 9 7 2 -
7 5 . T hey also revise their forecastowheneverit soons
necessary.
T he fourth company employs the most sophisticated
forecastingprocess . T he job is done through the use of a
computer which takes various parameters into account in the
progran for forecasting, for example , " provious growth
patterns , anticipatedrises in standards of living , popu -
lation increases , trends in industrial development, and
the like . " T he forecast" covers twolve years , one year
behind and eleven years foreard all the time . " U nlike the
preceding two companies , demand forecasting is too respon -
sibility of the H athematics/ C omputer/ S ysten D epartmentin
this company .
I n sum , the forecastingprocess in thece four
companies differs by varying dagrees of cophistication.
H owever , they have one thing in cimmon: T he result of
forecastingserves as the basis for future expansion . thus ,
in general our bypothesisthat each of H ong K ong ' s public
utility companies has asoped a sophisticated forecasting
process for e s t i m a t i n g  future demand for their sorvice 
and for using these estimates as a basis for their capital 
expenditures program does stand.
Demand forecasting is only a basis for a capital 
expenditure program; it indicates the need, for expansion 
but it does not suggest a proposal to invest. Investment 
proposals in the area of capacity expansion come largely 
from the eompanys. engineers and their suppliers of plant 
and equipment, lor example, the engineers in the Generation 
Planning Department of one electricity company are rospon— 
sible for working out plans for expansion based on infor-m
ation on future demand released by another department. in 
another example, one company gets a great deal of information 
from manufacturers of equipment who become an important 
source of investment ideas.
Besides the engineers and suppliers, ideas sometimes 
come from plant visits and observations. The General Manager 
of one company visits England, each year to see what bio 
counter-parts are doing there. A production manager also 
visits the plants of other foreign companies before he sets 
specifications for the his company's new plant. Constant 




For other than capacity concerns , invostment ideas
follow single department channels . Almost every department
in these companiesis entitled to a capital budget of its
own . Each yearm , each departmentdrafts its own oapital
budget and sends it to the accounting department for summory .
There is no system employed for stimulating investment
proposalsin any of these four companiose. Hance , our bypo -
thsis that , except for their large investments for providing
capacity , no system has been designed to invite and stimulate
investment proposals from those below the level of the top
executives and directors is probably not true . We should
have said that no system is designed to invite and stimulate
investment proposals at all levels of the company .
In summary , omphasis on generating proposals for
providing capacity was observed . However , no aggressive
system for genorating proposals , both capaeity and non -
capacity , is used by any of the four companies.
E . Evaluation of Investment Proposals
All four companies under review classify their
capital investments in terms of the departement applying for
them rather than by the nature of the investments. This
seems to follow the logic that investment ideas are channelled
through departmental units
Although capital inveutmonts for providing capecitv 
are not given a special classflcatiion, yet they arc impli- 
eitly granted bifh er priority over other investment prooooals. 
This is revealed by the following statementes of two top 
executives.
"A unility with a monopoly franetise has no choice. All 
ib cun do is to provide the se rvies that arc required of 
i t  l nd no there in no such question as: Can wo afford
to do this, or can we a ffo rs to do that? We s imply must 
do it."
"If our projectioon shows we need the equipment, we have 
to have it. W e have no choice"
Indeed, this is consistent with the dominant objec- 
tive of these four companies - to meet the future demand. 
Hence, our hypothesis that any capital investment proposal 
for the purpose of providing reQuired capacity sill be 
granted higher priority over other investment proposals is 
virtually true.
Bor all proposals, either mutually exclusive or 
otherwise, the evaluation of the technical factors is heavily
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emphasized.It is almost the rule that tho departmont
involved with the project must assess the theehnioal require-
ments.Technical ovaluations are performed before any finan-
cial evaluations can be made, although, of tentimes both are
done concurrently buthe department.On the teehnioal cide
the"reliability"of the equipmont is givou spocial attention
om addotopm tp "feasibility."One company speeified taht
"standardization"was one of the teejmpcal requiremonts of
its equipment.
Evaluations of financial aspccts usually are per-
formed separately af the the technical oxaminations.This
responsibility of the financial. evaluations at the departmental
the project.But the financial evaluations at the department
level usually mean no more than to provide relovant infor-
mation and to convey this iaformation to top management for
further evaluation.
Different degrees of financial evaluations were
found, according to the nature of proposals.For proposals
which can bardly be evaluated in terms of money,such as the
provision of a showroom,are decided on the principle of
necessity.The judgment of necessity,howover, is left to
the top executives;their evaluations are based on a conse-
deration of the advantages and the disadvantages of the
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specific proposal.
on the oth\ber band, proposals that can be measured in
torms of monetary unite are evaluated on the oritorion of
"annual costs,"simple rate of return,"and "discounted
casb flow rate of return."
Annual cost was found to be commonly usod by eacb of
the four companies. However,the computations on this crite-
rion are not similarly performed. Tbroe companies regtrd the
annual costs as a cum of two main oLomonts- annuity and the
annual operating costs. Wbile the latter is obvious, the
former is the pariodic payment necoscary to pay offf the init-
ial capotal investment at acertain intorest rato, at the ond
of a cortain number of years. Howover,the application of
the interest rate in computing on annuity is not the same for
each these three companies. Wbile two ofthem uso opocified
flat rate, the tbird company employs an intorest rate whiob
is equal to the borrowing rate associatod with the finuncing
of that particvlar project. As to the fourtb company, andual
cost is calculated to be the total of the averege anual
capital cost and the related annual operating costs. A propo-
sal will be given abigher priority if it bas lower annual
costs.
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Simple rate of return is the annual profit or savings
resulting from the investment divided by the initial capital
cost. This method is frequontly used by one company. When
this criterion is applied,the annual costs of the alternat-
ives are compared to each other to derive the saving of that
alternative. An arbitary rate seta as the target rate of
return.
To the four companies, discounted eash flow rate of
return is an uncommon method. It will be ased only"if the
profitability is marginal when clculated on the annuity
method ...the revenue is expected to vary substantially from
year to year... the capital outlay is spread over sevoral
years or is to be incurred some timo before revenue can be
earned." one executive,however, explicitly stated that his
company does not use the discounted cash flow rate of return
for evaluating investments. He explained his company's
pisition in the following words:
"capital budgeting in our company is different from that
of other industries which are more concerned with profi-
tability and return. Hany companies, ompecially these in
the United states, use the DCF[discounted cash flow]
technique to evaluate the profitability and priority of
an investment project. However, our company is a public
utility company, and its market is more or less protected.
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our business is not based solely on profitability, and
therefore we do not use tbese methods."
To sum up, investoent critoria commonly usod by the
non-transportation public utility compenies in Hong Kons are
contrary to what we anticipated in our bypothesis. Hot ona
company bas over used payback period as its investment
criterion.
concarning the evaluation of iutansiblc fnctors, ocob
of the four companies claimed that tboy did bake these factars-
for example, secial responsibility and publie opiuion-into
account in the course of an investment ovalumtion. But cousi-
deration of this aspect is seldom apccified in the course of
an investment evaluation unless it becomes a controvaraisl.
point. oftan, these factors are incorporated into the orite-
rion of necessity.
In sum, annual costs and simple rate of raturn are
not theorctically sound criteris and our bypothesis that not
cnougb attention bas been given to oapotal invoctment oval-
uation tecbniques is probably true.
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F.capital Bndget and cash Eereeasriag
Capital investaent propsals are saparized by the
department conceined in the from of camital badgets for a
single projecet or for ceveral projecrts. Acopital budget
usually contauns the total caital costs for the projects
and the eash ontleyays recuiays reauird in future years or vonths.
Capital budgets are subaitted to top maeagoent for further
evaluation . However, departaental capital bulgots are sopo-
tipes sissarizod by the accouning departint before pessins
them on to bigher levels.
For the cash supply , the accoanting Copartsont
is respoasible for preparing a eash forecsst to too ctethor
"the cash rogvirements of the canpitel iavc taont paropcalp oxa
be met . The resulats of this forecast will be traspitted by
the accoubting department to nanageement.
G. Financing Capital Investments
Sale of new stocks is a common financias method.
TABLE 14 shows rhat , except for the gas company, ench of the
other three companies raised a substanrial during
1965-69 throught selling mew sbares. It is vorth -while to
mention that all the new issues are in the from of commo
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TADLE 14
FUNDS RAISBD THROUGH SALS OF CAPITAL
STOOK BY HONG KOHG'S NOH-TRANSPORTATION PU BLIC




compary were sold Rsised
cbins.Light A Power 1965
Hko 69,600,000





Hong Kong Tolephone 1969 56,998,554
a Caloulated from: Annual Reports , 14965-69 of]
the companies.
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stocks. In fact, not a sbarc of perred stocvk bas cver
been sold by any of these four compannies. The roason off this
is, as explained by the companies, that there is no sach
market in Hong Kong, However, it was found that Hutebison
Interational Limited -one of the Limized companies in Hong
Kong -did succesfully issue Preferonce sharos (preferrod)
stocks) on May 1969.
In order to finance their capital oxpondirures(see
EABLE15), the four companies have a relativoly oons-
crvative dividond policy, As examiation of TABLE 16reveals
that obina Light & Pover maontalned its dividend pay-out
ratic at around 42 per cent during 1965-69 Hong Kong
chuna tge abd HongKong Telenghone, Bowever, die not raise
thoir dividond in sojoy terms for yesa. In contrasst
to the above three companes,Hongkong Blrctric inereased
gradnally its dividends, both in terms in terms of amounts andd pay-out
-Tatios.
Selling bonds or debentures as a method of finaneing
is an unsual practice in Hong Konng . However, Hong Kong &
China cas bad issuaed 45n mortage debentures which were sold
in the London market. Nevertbeless, these seeearition are no
longer sifnificant to to company . The outstanding balance
of the debentur =es has been deelining during the last ton
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TABLE 15
CAPITAL BXPEIIDITURES OF TIIE NON-TRANSPHTATION
PUELIC UTILITX COHPAMIES IH HONG KONG
1965-1969a (in uillion HK8)
Company
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969
china Light & Powerb 125.3 187.9 148.4 149.8 155.3
The Hong Kong &China
Gas
1.6 2.5 10.0 5.0 7.3
The HongKong Electric 65.4 66.6 89.5 63.5 37.4
Hong Kong Telephone 60.9 94.8 91.0 107.8 67.6
Total
253.2 351.8 338.9 326.1 267.6
aCalculated frou: Anmual reports, 1965-69 of the
companies.
b Ineluding the capital exoenditures of PHpco.
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TABLE 16
DIVIDEND AND PAYOUT RATIOS OF THE
NON-TRANSPORTATION PUBLIG UTILITY COMPANIES
IN HONG KONG, 1965 - 1969a (HK8)
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969
China Light & Power
Dividend (in million)
Payout Ratio (%)










20.0 22.5 25.2 28.1 33.9
38.8 46.4 41.6 41.1 45.9
2.2 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
62.7 66.5 72.3 77.6 71.3
18.7 20.2 22.5 26.5 28.5
45.5 46.2 46.0 54.9 57.2
17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5 24.1
80.0 64.5 64.2 56.7 56.4
aCalcuiated from: Annual Reports, 1965-69 of
the compamies.
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years and it cousituted only an average of 0.2 per cent of
the total assets during 1965-69 (see TABLE 17).
Owing to the nature of the business, the four non-
transportation public utility companies were privileged to
collect deposits from their customers. These deposits
have become a considerable amount of permenant funds for the
companies. These are shovn in Table 17,18,19,and 20.
With regard to other sources of finance,Hong Kong
Tolepbone bas obtained finance from its banker - The Hong
Kong & Sbanghai Banking Corporation - in the from of over-
drafts and loan accounts and from thc Sxporters' Refinance
Corporation I,td.in I,ondon in the form of crodit extended
to the company. Hong Kong & China, Cas and Hongkong Electric
have also borrowed funds from The Hong Kong & Shanghai
Banking Corporation in the form of overdrafts.
Being the largest amon rhe non-transportation public
utility companies, China Light & Power finances berself in a
way distinct from the others. In an artiele, the company
explained:
"To some extent cash requirements to finance capital ex-
penditure can be met out of retained earning. However,
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TABLE 17
THE HONG KONG & VHINA GAS CO ., LTD.
FIVE-YAR AVERAGE LIABILITIES AND STOCKHLDERS'EOUITYa
(1965-1969)
Accounts




Sundry Creditors and Accrrued Charges 2,478 4.8Resrve for Fature Taxation 839
1.6






























Total Liabilities and Stockholders'
Equity $51,522 100.0
aCalculateed from: Annaual Report, 1965-69 (HONG Komg:
The Hong Kong& China Gas Co., Ktd ., 1966-70)
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TABLE 18
CHINA LIGHY POWER CO., LTD.





Sundry Crediyors and Credit
24,509 4.0Balanees
Dividend payable 15,852 2.6
Corperation Profit Tax 9, 930 1.7
Curront Aceount with PEPCO 7,387 1.2
Rate Reduetion Reserve
(Payable within one year) 6,249 1.0
Total Current Liabilities 63,927 10.5
Long- term Liabilities:
Long-term Creditors 3,198 0.4
Rate Reduetion Reserve 4,855 0.8
Customers' Deposits 52,943 8.7
Provison for Retirement 1,707 0.3
Development Fund 79,726 13.1
Tptal Long- torm Liabilities
142,428 23.4
Total Liabilities 206,356 33.9
Stockholder' Equity:
Share Capital 204,000 33.5
Earnings Retained and Reinvestod
in Fixed Assets 183.000 30.0
Insurance Reserve 4,228 0.7
Unappropriated Profit 11,567 1.9
Total Stockholders' Equity 402.795 66.1
Total Liabilities and Stoekholders'
Equity
acakculated From: Annual Report, 1965-69(Hong




THE HOHGKONG ELECTRIC CO., LTD.





Proposed Final Dividond 14,050 3.7
Creditors 13,741 3.6
Bank Overdraft (Seeared) 13,445 3.5
Future Taxation
6,436 1.7
Total Current Liabilities 47,682 12.5
Long-torm Liabilities:
Customers Deposits 25,520 6.7
Total Liabilities 73,202 13.2
Stockholders' Equity:
share Capital 132,000 34.6
Share Premim 13,500 3.6





Total Stockholders' Equity $ 307,851 80.8
Total Liabilities and
Stockholders' Equity 381,053 100.0
Source: Annual Roport and Accounts, 1965-69 (Hong Kong:
The Hong Kong Eloctric Co., Ltd ., 1966-77).
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TABLE 20
HONG KONG TELEPNONE CO., LTD.














Local Staff Retirement Fund
Subseriber's Deposits
Loan Account


































aCalculated from: Annual Report and Aceounts,
1965-69 (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Tolephone Co., Itd., 1966-
70)
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due to the unique politieal stituation of Hong Kong,
reliance eannot always be placed on local share issues
to prcvide the additional funds neeessary to finance the
continuing large capital expenditure. For instenee. at
the time of the Cultural Revolution in Chins in 1967,
with its attrndant repereussion in Hong Kong, it would
bave been impossible to raise fund locally... Due to
the large sums involved and the continuing nature of the
facilities required, this method of financing would not
provide a satisfactory solution... In 1964, China I,ight
elected to adopt the fourth of these alternatives [Joint
venture], when the ecmpany entered into agreements with
Standard Oil (New Jersey) through its Far Eastorn subsi-
diary, Eastern Energy Limited. This association bas
provided an adequate source for the nocessary regular
injection of funds."2
In examining China Light & Power's balanee sheet,
one may find that the Development Fund constitutes a subs-
tantial proportion of the company's total assets. It may
be of interest to explain the naturo of this account. Wo
bave mentioned in Chapter Ithat the Scheme of Control was
designed by the Hong Kong Government to regulate the finanee
of China Light & Power and PEPCO. Under this Scheme, the
Development Fund was set up to absorb any exeess of the
permitted return over the net revenue after taxation or to
bear the difference if the latter is bigher. As sucb, the
fund seems to be an account of retained earnings. However,
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the Devolopment Fund represonts a liability aeeording to the
Scheme.
Indeed, the joint vonturo is an effective way of
financins. Howover, it is not whar we mean by "extoranl
funde." Thus, although the four companies began to aeguire
a larse share of their funds through borroving, our hypothesis
that they are unwililng to rely on extornal sources of funds
to finance their capital investments is still applicanle to
most of them.
H. Final selection Among
Alternate Proposals
As we have Tentioned in a previous seetion, invest-
ment evaluations, both technical and financial, are performed
at dopartmental level, and the final seleetion is left to the
top management.
The organization of top management for each of the
four companies is different. The simplest form is that the
General Hanager independently makes all decision. All
investment proposals are evaluated in their technical and
financial aspects and then are submitted to him as a "case."
Other companies have a larger group which is roforred to as
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a "meaageemment toam."One companp invites all its departmental
maanagers to be members of its management team, whoreas the
other two companies's manageement teams consist of oaly several
departmental staff menbers.
Although the stockholdors' feneral meering is stip-
ulatod to be the final decision -making body, the opinion of
the Board a;most always deminates. so we can say that the
Goards are wirtually the final decision-making Baits of the
four companics The proposals selected by top naagement are
put forward in the Board meeting and final decision is
then made. Hoever, there are two exceptional cases. First,
the General Hanager of one company possesses the full right
to make a final decision on a capital investment to an
"unlimited amount. Hecond, the production Engineer of another
company has the righr to make any oxpenditure bolew a speci-
fied limit
In the process of selection, the top mqnqgements of
the public utility companies were found to employ a
"simultaaeous" approach. By this approach , the management
consuders, at the same ,all criteria differem
aspects of the capital investment propsal as well as the
in tangible factors . Exercising itd owm Judgement, the manage-
meat then makes the final selection, which is latere suboitte
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to the Board for approval .
I . Post - completion Audits of Capital Projects
In contrast to what we have postulated, the four
publie utility companies oxereise fairly tight centrol over
their capital expenditares . Reports on eash disbursements
for capital expendituresare released monthly , quartorly , and
yearly from the accounting department . The reports include
not only the actual disbursementsbut also the badgeted
amount and the correspondingcariance between the former and
the lattor for the current month and the year to date . In
addition , some companies insert also the actual amount spent
in the preceding year and the percentageof the variance .
The variance column in the reports is not furthox
analysad quontitatibely by the accounting department . This
column , however , may be explained by the appropriatedopart -
ment to top managementif necessary . Two companies reported
that they have used computers for financial control . In
controllig the construectionprogress of a project , some
companies use relatively advanced methods such as flow charts
and the critical path metheod .
Some companies stated that they do not allow over -
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spending . I f the budget is insufficient, the deparement
must apply in advance for an appropriationfrom the capital
contingeneyfund . S ome companiou, however , do allow over -
spending to a certain limit specified by the managoment.
T he allowance for this purpose differs according to various
circumstances.
H ome of these companieshas over tried a post - audit
of an investmentcriterion . T his finding is in line with
our expectations. B ut the companiesdo koop a close check
on the technical aspeets of all newly - purchased plant and
equipment, for example , produetionefficiency . F or an invet -
ment of a non - capacity nsture , this kind of oudit is seldom
made . H owever , one companywhich is planningto buy a
computer, stated that it would do post - audits , both on the
technical and financial aspects of that transaction .
J . O ver - all P olicies
I n general , as we have expected, the importanceof
rational and formal capital budgeting procedures have been
recognizedby the four selected companies. A ll of then have
formalized most of their capital budgeting procesces .
A s found in C hapter II , the directorshipsof the four
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companies oveerlap with each other. Owing to this feataro,
several similar polieis wore observed. They are listed as
follos:
1.The chief objectivoof oach of these four eonuaios is
to meet the demand for their sorviees.
2.All four companios emoeasize demand foreeasring.
3.None of these companies isssae preferred stesise.
4.As showa in TABLE21,china Ligot a Fpwer
co., the ethtrr comanies berrowed momey from
The Hong Kong & shanghai Baising Corporation to finance
their capital oxpedityres duning the period 1965-69.
5.The necessity criterion seeas to be the gualification
which is most oftem applied.
6. As TABLE 22indicates, the current ratios of the four
companies were declining over the peried 1965-69




BANK BORROWINGS OF THE NON-TRANSPORTATION
PUBLIC UTILITY COMPANIES IN HONG KONG, 1965-69a
( in million NK$ )
1965b 1966b 1967b 1968b 1969b
The HongKong Electric
Overdraft







4.4 1.0 33.5 24.2 4.3
0.2 0.4 2.8 3.4 5.9
5.3 8.3 9.5 10.9 8.8
29.0 73.0 90.0 50.0
9.9 36.7 118.8 128.5 69.0
aCalculated from: Annual Report, 1965-69 of the
companics.
bBalance at end of the year.
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TABLE 22
CURRENT RATIOS AND DEBT TO TOTAL ASSETS RATIOS OF
THE NON - TRANSPORTATIONPUBLIC UTILITY COMPANIES IN
HONG KONG , 1965 and 1969 a
1965 1969
Carrent Ratios :
Hong Kong TelephoneCo . 0 . 50 0 . 12
Hong Kong Electric Co . 0 . 45 0 . 38
China Light & Power Co . 2 . 31 1 . 14
Hong Kong & China Gas Co . 1 . 86 0 . 72
Debt to Total Assets Ratios :
Hong Kong TelephoneCo . 0 . 32 0 . 42
Hong Kong Electric Co . 0 . 17 0 . 17
China Light & Power Co . 0 . 33 0 . 35
Hong Kong & China Gas Co .
0 . 15 0 . 26
a Calculatedfrom : Annual Report , 1965 , 1969
of the companies.
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Thus out bypotbesis that there is probably a tendenoy
to habe similar capital budgeting policies aamong the differ-
ont non-theansportation public utlilty companios doos stand.
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A . E valuation
T hat the four non - transportationpublic utility
companiesadopt " to meet the future demand " as their prinei -
pal objective is by all means reasonablein the view of
business management. S ince the G overoment has stipulated
in their agreements or franchise that they should provede
adequate sorvices to the general public , they are obliged
to do so . O ther objectivesstated by some companiesrefleet
that they have recognized the importance of the cmployer -
employee rolationship and their responsibilities to the
society in which they are oprating . B ut none of these four
companies includes " to increase the efficiency of resourees "
as one of their objrctives.
A lthough the objectives of the four companies appear
to be reasonableand adequate, only one of them has put its
objectives in writing . T hat company published its object -
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ives in its annal report which was then distributod to all
stock- bolders and to others interesred in the company. In
addition, it has printed its bjectives and placed copies
in public places accessoble to all ampliyees . Moiehor the
statement of objectives nor it appearance in a public place
is important; bowever, the piroses bahind thase actiona are
of signfieance . Putting a camoang's objeceives in writing
is an effeetive way of comveying the managent's philose-
phies to all levels of the company's birareby and to arock-
bolders and the interesred public. Disclosing the stateament
of objectives to the employees is a positive very of approa-
ching the "total harmony" of a company . publishing a
compeny's long-term objectives is a widoly-accepted practice
in the United sthtes nowadays.
Facts have demonstrated that these compabies'capital
investments are guided by their objectives. For capacity.
be companies as a whole have been able to supp.ly unbis-
factorilly the aggregate demands of the public, espcially
during the last five years. Consistent with their first
objective, the four public utiility comanies under review
have concentrated most of their ifforts in the of demmand
forecasting, in comparison with the other processes of
capital budgeting.
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Since much attention has been paid to the dominating
objective , relatively less effort has been spent in searehing
for " cose saving " types of investments. Concerningnon -
profit - generating projects , the four companies have again
realized their objectives . As housing is a universal problem
in Hong Kong , the four companieshave worked out various
housing schemes with the aim of solving this problem for their
staff . Regarding the welfare of the general piblc , one
electrieity compny has become aware of the nuisance resul -
ting from its power station . Concented have been
made and additional costs have been incurred to minimize the
extent of air pollution .
In line with their major objectives , much attention
has been focused on the ecaluations of investments providing
capacity . Within this category , technical evaluations of
the proposals appear to recive much more attention than the
financial aspects . As is often the case , invitations for
tender are sent out to the manufacturersof major equipment
items and the evaluationsare based on the bids submitted by
those manufacturers. These tenders become what we called
the mutually exclusive proposals . Annual cost and simple
rate of return are commonly employed in the process of finan -
cial evaluation . However , they are considered as ineffective
measures . It is because these methods completely neglect
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cash inflows and outflows which virtually determine the
accuracies of the two criteria .
The fact that some companies adhere closely to a
limited number of suppliers may or may not bea good
practice . One the one band , the quality of the equipmentis
assured . But , on the other hand , the cost of the equipment
might tend to be high .
To give departments the responsibilityfor origin -
ating and evaluating investment proposals may be considered
as and inappropriatepractice . There is perbaps some conven -
ience in this practice beceuse the department proposing the
capital investment is usually the on most familiar with the
project . It would be difficult for an outside person to
perform the evaluation , especially when the project is highly
technical . However , from the managementpoint of view , the
department initiating the proposal is eager to see its idea
accepted . Thus these would seem to be a strong tendeney for
the department to overstate the evaluation results . Although
it is the top managementwhich makes the final decision , yet
it may be misled by biased data furnished by the proposing
department .
In examiningthe past five - year record of the four
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companies, it is found that only one of them was able to
finance itself through retained earnings. But this company
experienced the smallest growth as compared with the other
three companies during the period 1965-69. This illustrates
that most of the non-transportation publie utility eompanies
bave to acquire external funds in addition to their retained
earnings to finance their growth. However, apart from
selling new common stock, none of these companv ventured to
increase their lrverage by selling new preferred stocks or
bonds. Their finnancing policy as a whols is, therefore,
rathrer conservative.
In another case, China Ligbt & Power raised funds
through a joint venture to finance its growth. This metbod
was used in place of the nlternative, incurring a long-term
debt.
As far as eapital expenditures are concerned, the
companies under recview bave exercised relatively rigid
procedures and controls over their disbursements. Advanced
techniques such as the critical path method are employed.
But on analysing the actual and budgeted capital expenditures,
the companies appear to be less agss agressive. Capital expend-
iture variance is answerable by the department involved only
when actual expenditures significantly exceed the forecast
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amount . Furthermore, no attempt is being made to split the
variance into categories, such as " material price variance , "
" labor cost variance, " ect . , which is an offectivemay of
reporting performance .
None of the four companieshas ever post - audited the
financial ovaluation criteria that were applied to an invest -
ment when it was in the proposingstage . As we know , the
post - audit may be used as the basic method to review a
company ' s past capital investment decisions and to formulate
its guidelines for future investments. Therefore , it is our
opinion that this process is essential to dynamic management.
B . Recommendations
As we have mentionedin Chapter I , the purpose of
this thesis is to review the capital budgeting proceses of
the four companies and to give recommendationsfr m the
viewpoint of management. Here , in this concludingsection ,
we venture to suggest a few things based on the findings of
this study with the aim of improving the capital budgeting
processes of the non - transportationpublic utility companies
in Hong Kong ,
1 . We would like to suggest that the objectivesof each
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company be stated in writing and be disclosed to all
the employeas by various effective ways. It is also
desirable to have them printed in the company's amnual
reports,thus enabling them to be madee known to all
stock-holders and to other interested institutions as
well as to consumers.
2. we would like to propose that each company's objectives
should include "effective use of resourees." since
maximizing profit is not the interast of this indastry
but providing a satisfactory profit is one of their
tasks, "offective use of resources" may bo used as a
gonaral principle to achieve the above co- objective.
3. Hore offorts shouId be applied to cost-saving types of
capital investment. The less the cost, the greater
opportunity the company has to provide a setisfactory
profit to the company's stookholdors. In addtion,it
would save the company's resources and funds whicu may
be used for expanding capacity to meet future demands.
4. A "saggestion system"may be sct up to invite aow
investment ideas from employees at all lovels of the
company. This system may be a fertile source of ideas
for coat-saving types of projects.
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5. Wo suggest toat caco company eotabliob a central unit
rosponsible for evaluating all capotal investoent
proposols. This new unit would minimize the bias in
the analyses provided by the proposing departments.
Hombers of the new unit sbould include engineers,
financial analysts,oathematicians, etc.
6.
In the process of evaluation, the objective or object-
ives of the project and their relationsbip to the
company's over-all objectives must boe identified.
Tois would onsure adberence to the company's poiloeopoy.
7. The necessity criterion sbould be applied less infre-
quently toan bas been, for the ovor-use of this may
load to an ineffective use of the company'rosources.
8. The minimum cost per unit of output criterion is
recommcnded to use for ovaluating proposals providing
or connecting wito capacity. For non-capacity propo-
sals, net prescnt worto sbould be used.
9. If conditions allow, the nanagement of cacb form abould
increase its company's long-term liabilities/capital-
isation ratio. The increased debt may be used as a
source of long-term capital to be emoployed for furtber
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expansion.
10. Farther cuantitative analyses on eapital exponditure
variances should be conducted,whether favorable or
unfavorable. This would supply management with oasy-
to-conceive analyses and therefore imorovo working
efficiency.
11. A pest-completion audit of the financial aspeet of
all major eapital investment projeets should be
condueted. It serves as a " feed back" for evaluating
and formulating a company's capital budgeting policies.
In conclusion, the above recommendations are based
purely on observations and should be appliod only if they






1 . How does your company define the term " capital
budgeting" ?
2 . In what ways does your company think capital
budgeting is important ?
3 . Are your company' s specifiedgoals stated in
writing ? Could I be told them - or given a copy
if they are in writing ?
4 . Does your company have long - term planning ? What
time periods are involved ?
5 . What effects do Governmentregulations have on
your company' s long - term planning ? Do Government
regulations encourage or obstruet the growth of
your company ?
6 . What does your companythink about Hong Kong ' s
prospectsin the near future ( say 10 years ) ? What
about Hong Kong ' s long - term future ? How do these
thoughts affect your company ' s planning for the future ?
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B. The Origin of an Investment Idea
1. How do ideas for investments originate in your
company?
2. Does your company have a system to encourage invest-
ment ideas?
C. Investment Evaluation and Selection
1. Does your company have standard procedures for
evaluating capital investment proposals?
2. What are the various steps in the detailed evalu-
ation of alternate investment proposals?
3. Who is responsible for each stop in such an
eveluation?
4. In doing evaluations, does your company classify
capital investments into different categories? If
yes, how?
5. What criteria does your company use to evaluate
the quantifiable aspects( profitability, sensi-
bility, cash recoverability, etc.) of capital
investment proposals? What are the level of require-
ments of the criteria?
6. How does your company evaluate the non- quantifiable
aspects( social responsibility, public relations,
political stability, economic stability, etc.) of
capital investment proposals?
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7 . What would your companydo if there were several .
investment proposals satisfying your criteria and
there were not sufficient funds available to do them
all ?
8 . How does your company bandle rejected capital
investment proposals ? Are they automatically recon -
sidered at some later time ?
D . Authorization& Control
1 . Does your company have an " overall capital budget "
( for each fiscal year ) which summarizesall the
approved investment proposals ?
2 . What procedures are followed in authorizing the
execution of an approved capital investment project ?
3 . What methods does your company use to control costs
and completion dates for capital investment project ?
4 . What actions are taken when it appears that actual
expenditures are signifeantly above estimated
expendituresfor a given project ?
5 . What is your company' s allowancefor over - spending
on a project ? What proceduresare required for
securing approvals of such over - expenditures? Is
this a frequent occurrence ?
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E. Post-audit
1. How does your company do post-audit when a invest-
ment project become operational? Who is responsible
for post-audit?
2. What does your company do with the findings of a
post-audit?
3. Whst change does your company expeet concoorning the
future capital budgering in your company?
F. Financing (The Hong Kong Electric CO., Ltd.)
1. Your company bas issued only one kind of seeirotu-
common stock. Why doesn't your company sell preferred
stocks or bonds to acquire funds?
2. Your company has borrowed a lot of money during the
past five years from the bank. especially in 1967 and
1968. Wgat were these funds used for?
3. From 1965 to 1969,.your company spent an average of
HJ$64 million each year. Can you tell me bow these
expenditures were financed?
Financing (The Hong Kong & China Gas Co., Ltd.)
1. I understand that your company is the only publie
utility company which has issued mortgage debentures.
Can you explain why?
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2 . The annual reports reveal that your company ' s
outstanding balance of the debentures has been
decreasing . Does it mean you company will not acquire
funds from this source ?
3 In past five years , your company has spent in each
year a large amount on capital expenditure, ospeci -
ally in 1967 . Could you please tell me by what
sources they were financed ?
4 . Your company ' s total liability to total asset ratio
has been kept at an average of 27 % in the past five
years . What makes your company keep such a low
percentage? Does your company plan to raise it ?
5 . Your comany increased its authorized capital from
& 1 , 000 , 000 to & 3 , 000 , 000 in 1969 . Does it meannow
stocks will be issued in the near - future ? What will
the funds be used for ?
6 . Why doesn ' s your companyissue preferredstocks ?
Pinancing ( China Light & Power Company , Linited )
1 . From 1965 to 1969 , an averageof HK $ 76 million was
spent each year by your company. Can you tell me by
what sources these capitel expenditures were financed ?
2 . The total liability to total asset ratio of your
company was an average of 34 % during last five years .
Why does your company keep such a low percentage?
3 . Your company has issued only on kind of security -
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commom stock by docsn't your company soll
preferred stocks or bonds to acquiro finds?
Finaneing (Hong Kong Tolepbono Co.,Ltd.)
1. From 1965 to 1969, an average HK$84 million was
spent eaco yoar by your company. Con you toll mo
by what soureos these expenditnres were financed?
2. Your company's total liabilities to total assets
ratio was an average 45% whieh is quite exeeptional
in Hong Kong's publie utility eompanies. Can you
oxplain why your company adopt this comparatively
high ratio?
3. Your company has issued only ane kind of seeurity-
common stook. by doesn't your eompany soll
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9每 使 其 生 產 量 足 夠 應 付 市 民 和 工 廠 的 需 要 。 它 們 在 香 港 的
工 業 發 展 過 程 中 扮 演 了 一 個 不 可 缺 少 的 角 色 。 但 欲 改 善 他
們 的 服 務 水 準 和 發 掘 更 多 的 資 金 來 源 ， 則 良 好 的 資 本 預 算
作 業 實 不 可 少 。
8香 港 的 非 運 輸 公 用 事 業 公 司 對 於 資 金 支 出 控 制 方 面 ，
均 有 一 定 的 管 制 程 序 ， 但 它 們 都 忽 畧 了 事 後 審 核 的 重 要 性 。
所 謂 事 後 審 核 就 是 在 計 畫 完 成 之 後 再 來 一 次 衡 量 ， 看 它
是 否 按 照 計 畫 實 現 其 目 的 ， 同 時 ， 比 較 實 際 成 本 與 利 潤 及
計 畫 成 本 與 利 潤 下 ， 看 雨 者 有 否 不 符 ， 及 不 符 原 因 何 在 ，
藉 以 改 善 將 來 的 投 資 策 畧 ， 此 公 司 極 待 改 善 的 地 方 。B
一 項 有 趣 的 發 現 ， 是 一 部 份 董 事 同 時 也 是 其 他 公 司 的
董 事 。 難 怪 香 港 的 非 運 輸 公 用 事 業 公 司 的 資 本 預 算 作 業
彼 此 有 相 似 的 地 方 。
總 之 ， 香 港 的 非 運 輸 公 用 事 業 公 司 對 社 會 有 責 任 感 。
7整 种 来 说 ， 这 些 公 司 长 期 资 金 的 来 源 主 要 来 自 发 行 普
通 股 和 积 存 盈 余 。 以 发 行 优 先 股 和 债 券 来 等 措 长 期 资 金 ，
是 绝 无 仅 有 的 事 情 ， 所 以 他 们 资 本 结 构 的 标 杆 作 用 不 大 ，
可 以 说 得 上 是 保 守 的 作 法 。 与 外 国 同 业 比 较 ， 相 去 甚 远 ，
设 施 他 们 的 特 别 之 处 ， 不 过 ， 有 一 间 电 力 公 司 与 一 家 石 油
公 司 以 共 同 经 营 的 方 式 组 成 一 座 电 厂 ， 对 于 电 力 公 司 来
说 ， 他 们 因 此 获 得 所 需 的 生 产 设 备 。 而 在 石 油 公 司 方 面 ，
他 们 则 得 到 一 张 擦 汗 能 够 其 合 约 — — 独 家 供 应 发 电 所 需 原 料 ，
使 他 们 的 销 售 量 大 幅 上 身 ， 结 果 两 蒙 其 利 。 这 种 资 金 寿 措
的 方 法 ， 可 工 同 业 效 法 。
6愈 易 人 选 。
可 能 由 于 行 业 性 质 的 关 系 ， 此 等 公 司 的 投 资 建 议 差 不
多 都 是 由 工 程 部 人 员 提 出 ， 经 过 衡 量 之 后 再 交 由 总 经 理 或
董 事 会 决 定 ， 此 种 方 式 建 议 和 衡 量 二 职 于 一 部 门 ， 很
容 易 形 成 有 偏 见 的 建 议 。 如 能 以 部 门 高 级 主 管 组 成 的 委
员 会 来 主 持 衡 量 工 作 ， 则 比 较 合 理 。
以 性 质 分 ， 投 资 可 分 增 加 收 益 和 减 轻 成 本 两 类
的 非 运 输 公 用 事 业 公 司 都 部 着 重 后 者 。 其 实 者 类 投 资 往 往
能 改 善 公 司 的 长 期 收 益 ， 增 加 资 金 来 源 ， 进 而 提 高 服 务
水 平
5的 前 途 ， 各 公 司 的 高 级 管 理 人 员 都 持 着 非 常 乐 观 的 态 度 。
一 位 总 经 理 甚 至 为 此 自 信 地 说 ： 新 九 龙 的 租 约 到 时 候 很 可 能
会 延 长 ， 事 实 上 ， 各 公 司 都 没 有 表 现 、 出 却 步 不 前 的 态 度
与 传 统 观 念 相 反 ， 各 公 司 对 收 益 率 看 法 表 示 不 追
求 最 大 利 润 ， 它 们 所 求 者 乃 合 理 的 、 公 平 的 纯 利 。 当 然 ，
这 种 态 度 与 行 业 性 质 及 政 府 在 利 润 和 营 业 方 面 直 接 或 间 接
的 约 束 由 绝 对 的 关 系
不 追 求 最 大 利 润 的 宗 旨 ， 亦 可 从 它 们 早 评 选 投 资 议
时 所 探 用 的 方 法 中 看 出 。 他 们 每 年 成 本 发 ， 完 全 不 考
虑 收 益 的 一 方 面 。 以 此 标 准 ， 每 年 所 需 成 本 愈 少 的 建 议 将
4些 假 设 的 真 实 性 。
研 究 所 得 ， 发 现 各 公 司 皆 以 供 其 所 需 为 主 要 目 标 。 有
一 间 甚 至 以 文 字 说 明 并 公 司 发 表 。 各 公 司 皆 设 有 特 别 部 门
， 专 司 预 测 市 场 需 要 。 其 中 有 一 间 公 司 竞 设 一 拥 有 五 十 人
的 部 门 ， 专 司 调 查 、 分 析 和 估 计 未 来 生 产 量 的 需 要 、 所 得
资 料 即 作 为 添 置 和 替 换 生 产 设 备 的 准 则 ， 其 对 远 景 重 视 的
态 度 ， 可 见 一 斑 ， 虽 然 各 公 司 都 正 式 市 场 需 要 的 重 要 性 ，
但 的 未 设 立 奖 励 制 度 来 鼓 励 雇 员 建 议 新 投 资 计 划 ， 因 而 几
乎 所 有 投 资 建 议 都 是 由 部 门 主 管 或 其 他 高 层 管 理 提 出
， 建 议 性 质 亦 以 添 置 生 产 设 备 为 主 。 对 于 香 港 未 来
并 且 比 较 运 输 公 司 畧 为 经 得 起 经 济 退 缩 和 社 会 骚 动 得 影 响
， 因 此 本 文 挑 选 前 四 者 为 深 入 研 究 得 对 象 。
所 谓 资 本 预 算 作 业 可 分 为 三 方 面 ： （ 一 ） 步 骤 ， （ 二 ） 组 织 ，
（ 三 工 具 ） 。 步 骤 包 括 建 议 ， 衡 量 、 选 择 、 等 措 资 金 、 控 制 、
和 事 后 审 核 等 ； 组 织 就 是 执 行 步 骤 得 机 构 ， 而 工 具 則 是 推
行 每 一 步 骤 所 需 得 方 法 。 本 文 的 之 一 就 是 研 究 上 述 四 间
非 运 输 公 用 事 业 公 司 关 于 资 本 作 业 的 步 骤 ， 组 织 和 工
具 。
至 于 研 究 方 法 ， 测 验 假 设 方 式 是 本 文 的 特 色 即 是 说
先 就 有 关 资 料 擬 定 多 点 假 设 然 后 尽 量 搜 集 证 据 赖 反 证 这
2( 二 ) 香 港 電 燈 有 限 公 司
（ 三 ） 香 港 電 話 有 限 公 司
（ 四 ） 香 港 中 華 煤 氣 有 限 公 司
（ 五 ） 九 龍 汽 車 （ 一 九 三 三 ） 有 限 公 司
（ 六 ） 香 港 油 蔴 地 小 輸 船 有 限 公 司
（ 七 ） 天 星 小 輸 公 司
（ 八 ） 中 華 汽 車 有 限 公 司
（ 九 ） 香 港 電 車 有 限 公 司
（ 十 ） 山 頂 纜 車 有 限 公 司
前 四 者 均 屬 非 運 輸 業 的 機 構 ， 基 營 業 方 式 頗 為 相 似 ，
胡 健 富
论 文 撮 要 — —
香 港 公 司 事 业 公 司 之 资 本 预 算 作 业 研 究
企 业 滋 长 全 慿 投 资 。 资 本 预 算 作 业 （ . . . . ） 是 投
资 的 策 划 和 控 制 的 工 具 ， 故 良 的 企 业 管 理 人 员 不 会 忽 畧
资 本 预 算 作 业 。 香 港 的 非 运 输 共 用 事 业 公 司 如 何 策 划 和 控
制 它 们 的 投 资 。 这 是 论 文 的 研 究 目 标 ， 此 外 并 以 管 理 学
的 立 场 提 供 改 善 的 意 见
目 前 在 香 港 的 共 用 事 业 公 司 共 有 十 间
（ 一 ） 中 华 电 力 有 限 公 司


